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as an, investment. Many of the important European firms have
taken the opportunity to get rid of their properties and construc-
tions, the size and upkeep of which the volume of trade to-day
does not warrant.	.
It is the custom of the^Chinese to crowd to the railway stations
to see one another off by the train, and the morning that I started
for Nanking the platform was a mild pandemonium.  It was with
difficulty that I could reach the train but with the aid of two
smiling   and   insinuating   porters   I   eventually   found   myself
ensconced in a first-class carriage.    The long compartment was
crowded for entire families and many friends seemed to have
come to bid farewell to the departing passengers.    Amongst
them moved—when the crush permitted any kind of movement
—policemen armed with rifles and revolvers who scanned the
countenances of the travellers and hawkers and pedlars selling
hot tea, sweetmeats and especially toys—every kind of toy that
could give pleasure to young children seemed to be represented.
I have never solved the mystery of the toy-sellers at the Shanghai
railway station.    Is it that parents returning home had neglected,
or been too busy, to buy gifts for their children.in the town ?   I
do not know but in any case a brisk trade was done.    A bell
rang and there was a rush for the doors.    All the people in the
train who could find the available space, leant out of the windows
and bowed to the long row  of relations and   friends on the
platform, who bowed back in return, clasping their own hands
across their stomachs.
Through the suburbs of the great city we passed and out into
the open country, with its villages and innumerable mounds of
earth that mark the last resting-place of some revered ancestor.
The three hundred mile journey to Nanking is accomplished
in seven hours and all the time one seems to be passing through
an interminable cemetery.
It is at Nanking that the modern hero of China, the rather
unpractical but attractive and estimable Sun Yat Sen, is
interred, whose untiring spirit confined in a tired body, gave
birth, and life, to the Republic and whose memory is held
worthily in great reverence. His mausoleum is a vast affair built
on the traditional lines of the Chinese Imperial tombs. There is a
monumental stairway of great width and solidity leading from
the arched hall that holds the memorial stele to the large building
above where in a domed recess, behind solid metal doors, the
hero's body lies* In April, at the time of my visit, the various

